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The topic chosen for the Final Year Project (FYP) is "A Case Study on Energy from
Recyclable Waste". It is basically a study on the feasibility of using rice/paddy husks
as a biomass energy resource to produce electricity. The objective is to investigate the
chances of producing electricity using biomass energy. The project objectives and the
scope of study are highlighted at the end of the chapter 1. The studies include; study
on energy contents in paddy and grass, study on the availability of energy resources,
study on steam power plant system, and lastly on the equipment efficiencies and
energy conversion. Information/data collection and some technical procedures have
being done to make this project successful. This report also contains the methodology
of the study process and the work that have been done in the pass 2 semesters. Further
information on the definitions and wastes is described at appendix A and B. The last
pari is conclusion which describes what have done and recommendations for further
investigations.
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Feasibility of using agricultural waste as renewable energy in Malaysia.
1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Malaysia currently has approximately 14 gigawatts (GW) of electric generation
capacity, of which 86% is thermal and 14% is hydroelectric. In 2002, Malaysia
generated around 67 billion kilowatt hours of electricity. The demand for electricity
has increased, primarily due to the rapid rate of urbanization and industrialization.
The Malaysian government expects that investment of $9.7 billion will be required in
the electric utility sector through 2010. Among the various renewable energy sources,
biomass conversion technologies appear to be one of the best suited for conversion to
shaft power/electricity. Instead of coal, utilizing biofuel like agricultural residues (rice
husk, rice straw, grass etc.) is better since it has lots of advantages and is being
widely used for energy production.
The peak demand for electricity in Malaysia grew at a rate of 5.8% per annum,
reaching 11,462 megawatts (MW) in 2003. To meet the growth in peak demand, the
electricity generation capacity was increased from 12,645MW in 2000 to 17,015MW
in 2003 as can be seen in Table 1 [3].
Table 1 : Installed Capacity, Peak Demand and Reserve Margin, 2000-2005
for Tenaga Nasional Berhad, Malaysian National Electricity
Provider.









2000 12645 9712 30.2
2003 17015 11462 48.4
2005 18465 13172 40.2
The main sources of energy supply that are found in Malaysia are hydro, natural gas,
crude oil, and coal.
Table 2 : Fuel Mix in Electricity Generation











2000 4.2 8.8 77 10 0 69.280
2003 2.6 16.5 73.2 7 0.7 81.488
2005 2.4 26.8 64.3 5.9 0.6 96.087
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
With the awareness of humans towards the depletion of energy resources, it is time to
move on to develop other methods of fulfilling our requirement of energy. Biomass is
an effective alternative to alleviate this problem and is generally a valuable source in
our lives.
Malaysia, well known for its agricultural sector, is one of the leading producers of
paddy. Rice is a staple food in Malaysia, therefore coherent to that, large amounts of
rice husks are being burdened by their producers to be dispelled. Moving towards a
conscious of zero waste, rice husks is being increasingly seen as a potential source for
biomass. Malaysia itself produces approximately 0.48 million tons of rice husks a
year and due to vast technological developments in paddy growth, rice husks can be a
valuable asset in reducing the cost and pollution in creating energy [1].
Over the years, coal has been used as a fuel to generate useful electricity.
Concurrently, many other fuels, mostly un-renewable fuels from crude oil are also
used. The amount of these fuels is depleting rapidly, and one of the major impacts is
pollution. Its high emission of sulphur and nitrate based gases is a threat to mankind.
Because of that, alternative methods such as co-firing may be carried out. Negative
impacts such as global warming, and acid rain may be avoided, and hence providing
it with a bright future in becoming a popular alternative method in Malaysia and other
parts of the world.
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY
1.3.1 Project Objectives
The objective of this project is to investigate the potentials of waste which is in a
scope of agricultural or biomass waste as a source of a new energy for electricity
generation in Malaysia. This will include the energy contents, the availabilities and
the conversion of energy to power.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
Recyclable wastes include wood, agricultural residues, manure and municipal waste.
The author's scope of study is to study the potential of mainly paddy husks and its




The word energy is defined as the amount of work a physical system is capable to
perform. Energy can neither be created nor consumed or destroyed.
Energy however may be converted or transferred to different forms; The kinetic
energy of high pressured moving air or steam molecules may be converted to
rotational energy by the steam turbine, which in turn may be converted to electrical
energy by the stem turbine generator. With each conversion of energy, part of the
energy from the source is converted into heat energy.
The expression energy loss is loosely used (which is impossible by the definition
above). What was meant is that part of the energy from the source cannot be used
directly in the next link of the energy conversion system. This is because it is
converted into heat. E.g. rotors, gearboxes or generators are never 100 per cent
efficient, because of heat losses due to friction in the bearings, or friction between air
molecules.
According to physicists, the amount of entropyin the universe has increased. By that,
they mean that our ability to perform useful work converting energy decreases each
time we let energy end up as heat which is dissipated into the universe. Useful work
is called exergy by physicists.
Since the vast majority of steam turbines produce electricity, we usually measure
their performance in terms of the amount of electrical energy they are able to convert
from the kinetic energy of the steam. We usually measure that energy in terms of
kilowatt hours (kWh) or megawatt hours MWh during a certain period of time.
Note:
Energy is not measured in kilowatts, but in kilowatt hours (kWh).
Energy Units




1 kWh (kilowatt hour) - 3,600,000 Joule
2.2 POWER
Electrical power is usually measured in watt (W), kilowatt (kW), megawatt (MW),
etc. Power is energy transfer per unit of time. Power may be measured at any point in
time, whereas energy has to be measured during a certain period, e.g. a second, an
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Figure 3 : Conversion of Energy to Power for 1 Hour.[5]
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All human and industrial processes produce waste. In the industrial countries the
amount of municipal solid waste derived from domestic, commercial and industrial
sources increases every year. Wastes that can form sources of biofuels include
domestic refuse, industrial wastes, agricultural wastes, forestry residues, sewage and
industrial effluents. It is highly desirable that the recovery of energy from waste
should form part of an integrated approach to waste management, designed to
maximize waste recycling and reclamation. Recycling prevents the emission of many
greenhouse gasses and water pollutants saves energy, supplies valuable raw materials
to industry, creates jobs, stimulates the development of greener technologies,
conserve resources for future and reduces the need for few for new landfills and
combustors (incinerators).
Most domestic waste is in solid form. Table below shows the caloric value for some
municipal solid waste.














Besides municipal waste, agricultural wastes give a lot of potential in converting
them into fuels. This conversion is called biomass.
2.4 THE FUEL
The target share of renewable energy is 5% of the total energy supply by the end of
the Eighth Malaysia Plan. From Research biomass residues from the oil palm sector
have been identified as one of the biggest potential resources of energy to meet the
target Even though statistically this resource is widely used in Malaysia for heat and
power generation through combustion, it is being utilized inefficiently. A few studies
show that the access power from the combine heat and power plant using palm oil
biomass is viable to be connected to national grid system (Jurutera, November 2004).
Currently, the total power generation capacity from oil palm residues for internal
consumption is about 21 lMWe. However pretreatment have to be conducted before it
goes into the boiler. Utilization should be improved through an efficient biomass
technology.
Some of the advantages of using biomass as a source of energy are:
•
•
Biomass is available all round the year. It is cheap, widely available, easy to
transport, store, and has no environmental hazards.
It can be obtained from plantation of land having no competitive use,
Biomass-based power generation systems, linked to plantations on wasteland,
simultaneously address the vital issues of wastelands development,
environmental restoration, rural employment generation, and generation of
power with no distribution losses.
It can be combined with production ofother useful products
2.4.1 Development and Commercialization of Biomass Energy
The Eighth Malaysia Plan is a period to test, demonstrate and even commercialize
several initiatives arising from a number of renewable energy feasibility studies.
The launch of the Small Renewable Energy Program (SREP) on 11 May 2001 is
among the steps being taken by the government to encourage and intensify the
utilization of renewable energy in power generation with the target 5% of the total
electricity generation by 2005. Up to November 2004 about 62 SERP projects have
been approved [4]. See table below.
Table 4 : Status of SREP Projects Approved by Score As of September 2004
(Ref: Jurutera, November 2004 [4})






Empty Fruit Bunches 25 165.9 52.8
Wood Residues 1 6.6 2.1
Rice Husk 2 12.0 3.8
Municipal Soiid
Waste 1 5.0 1.6
Mix Fuels 3 19.2 6.1
2 Landfill gas 5 10.0 3.2
3 Mini-hydro 25 95.4 30.4
4
Wind and
Solar 0 0.0 0.0
Total 62 314.1 100.0
From the table above, it shows that 25 applications that are approved are to use EFB
as the fuel followed by mix fuels, 3, and rice husks 2. Rice husks have the potential in
direct burning combustion system compared to EFB. EFB has bigger number of
approval because of its potential in gasification process which produces the methane
and ethane. It has higher potential in the extraction of energy compared to rice husks
but it requires higher cost in implementing the project.
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2.4.2 Fuel Considerations
Table below shows some potential biomass fuel with the energy contents that is
available in Asia.
Table 5 : Arising Residues and Energy Content of Major Residues
(Courtesy of Bhattacharya 1985 [10])
Residue Arising ('000
tonnes)
Yield (t/ha) Energy content
(x 1015J)
Cassava stalks 7115.20 5.76 39.84
Coconut husks 355.08 0.91 4.62
Coconut shells 161.40 0.41 2.91
Cotton stalks 244.00 2.13 1.37
Groundnut stalks 363.25 2.98 2.03
Maize stalks 6 004.60 3.58 33.62
Mungbean stalks 703.25 1.45 3.94
Rice straw 25 3lfc50 Z63 212.66
Rice husks 4219175 0.44 58.23
Sorghum stalks 827.05 3.37 4.63
Soybean stalks 340.20 2.73 1.90










Wood (green, 60% moisture) 6.00 7.00
Wood (air dried, 20% moisture) 15.00 9.00
Wood (oven-dried, 0% moisture) 18.00 9.00
Charcoal 30.00 *
Grass (fresh-cut) 4.00 3.00
Straw (as harvested, baled) 15.00 1.50
Domestic refuse (as collected) 9.00 1.50
Oil (petroleum) 42.00 34.00
Coal 28.00 50.00



























q Straw (as harvested,
baled)
S Sugar cane residues
• Oil (Petroleum)
dCoal
DNatural Gas (at supply-
pressure)
Figure 5 : Energy content (GJ/nr) for each waste (fuel)
2.4.3 Malaysia's Paddy Production
Area (hectares) 1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2002 2002/2003
Malaysia 441,104 420.021 423,198 422,101
Peninsular Malaysia 270,864 257,938 263,122 262,141
Granary area 197,036 184,154 189,754 191,797
Sabah 39,713 37,634 33,042 32,565
Sarawak 130.527 124,449 127,034 127,395
Average yield (kg/ha) 1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2002 2002/2003
Malaysia 2,720 2,786 2,952 3,168
Peninsular Malaysia 3,486 3,531 3,560 3,858
Granary area 3,692 3,786 3,732 4,114
Sabah 3,013 3,188 3,148 3,246
Sarawak 1,043 1,121 1,639 1,728
(Courtesy of Malaysia Agricultural department)
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2.4.4 Malaysia's Paddy Husks and Straws Production




Available paddy husk (20% ofpaddy produced)
Average straw production per acre
Approximate bale specifications
Small 3-string = 15-18 inches x 22inches x ± 45 inches
Small 2-string = 16 inches x 18inches x ± 45 inches
Large - 3ft x 4ft x 8ft
Jumbo - 4ft x 4ft x 8ft













Electric power plants have a number of components in common and are an interesting








Figure 6 : Example Of A Schematic Power Generating Plant
2.5.1 Plant Specifications
Boiler unit
Almost all of power plants operate by heating water in a boiler unit into super heated
steam at very high pressures. The source of heat from combustion reactions may vary
in fossil fuel plants from the source of fuels such as coal, oil, or natural gas. Biomass
or waste plant parts may also be used as a source of fuel. In some areas solid waste
incinerators are also used as a source of heat. All of these sources of fuels result in




The super heated steam is used to spin the blades of a turbine, which in turn is used in
the generator to turn a coil of wires within a circular arrangement of magnets. The
rotating coil of wire in the magnets results in the generation of electricity.
Cooling water
After the steam travels through the turbine, it must be cooled and condensed back into
liquid water to start the cycle over again. Cooling water can be obtained from a
nearby river or lake. The water is returned to the body of water 10 -20 degrees higher
in temperature than the intake water. Alternate method is to use a very tall cooling
tower, where the evaporation of water falling through the tower provides the cooling
effect
2.5.2 Introduction to Power Plant
According to the Webster's International Encyclopedia (1996), an electric power plant
creates mechanical energy that is converted via a generator into electricity. The
production of electricity may be used for industrial, residential and rural use. Besides
that, according to Perry and Green, 1997, it states that these plant units, which are mainly
stationary plants, convert energy from various methods which includes falling water,
fossil fuel, solar, wind, and biomass.
16





Figure 7 : Process conversion of heatto electrical energy
Switchyard
To Qfid FroH Rcsenoh' Cooling Water
Figure 8 : Example of the biomass fired powerplant.
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2.5.3 Types of Power Plant
Combine cycle power plant
The combined-cycle unit combines the Rankine (steam turbine) and Brayton (gas
turbine) thermodynamic cycles by using heat recovery boilers to capture the energy in
the gas turbine exhaust gases for steam production to supply a steam turbine as shown
in the figure "Combined-Cycle Cogeneration Unit". Process steam can be also
















Figure 9 : Schematic Diagram Example of Combine Cycle Power Plant
(courtesy ofcogeneration.net [6])
Fossil fuel-fired (central) power plants use either steam or combustion turbines to
provide the mechanical power to electrical generators. Pressurized high temperature
steam or gas expands through various stages of a turbine, transferring energy to the
rotating turbine blades. The turbine is mechanically coupled to a generator, which
produces electricity.
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Steam Turbine Power Plants:
Steam turbine power plants operate on a Rankine cycle. The steam is created by a
boiler, where pure water passes through a series of tubes to capture heat from the
firebox and then boils under high pressure to become superheated steam. The heat
in the firebox is normally provided by burning fossil fuel (e.g. coal, fuel oil or
natural gas). However, the heat can also be provided by biomass, solar energy or
nuclear fuel. The superheated steam leaving the boiler then enters the steam
turbine throttle, where it powers the turbine and the connected generator to
produce electricity. After the steam expands through the turbine, it exits at the
back end of the turbine, where it is cooled and condensed back to water in the
surface condenser. This condensate is then returned to the boiler through high-
pressure feed pumps for reuse. Heat from the condensing steam is normally
rejected from the condenser to a body of water, such as a river or a cooling tower.
Steam turbine plants generally have a history of achieving up to 95% availability
and can operate for more than a year between shutdowns for maintenance and
inspections[6]. Their unplanned or forced outage rates are typically less than 2%
or less than one week per year.




Combustion turbine plants operate on the Brayton cycle. They use a compressor
to compress the inlet air upstream of a combustion chamber. Then the fuel is
introduced and ignited to produce a high temperature, high-pressure gas that enters
and expands through the turbine section. The turbine section powers both the
generator and compressor. Combustion turbines are also able to burn a wide range
of liquid and gaseous fuels from crude oil to natural gas.
The combustion turbine's energy conversion typically ranges between 25% to
35% efficiency as a simple cycle. The simple cycle efficiency can be increased by
installing a recuperator or waste heat boiler onto the turbine's exhaust. A
recuperator captures waste heat in the turbine exhaust stream to preheat the
compressor discharge air before it enters the combustion chamber. A waste heat
boiler generates steam by capturing heat form the turbine exhaust. These boilers
are known as heat recovery steam generators (HRSG). Steam can be provided for
heating or industrial processes, which is called cogeneration. Power can also be
generated by the high-pressure steam from these boilers with steam turbines,
which is called a combined cycle (steam and combustion turbine operation).
Recuperators and HRSGs can increase the combustion turbine's overall energy
cycle efficiency up to 80%.




Figure 10 : Schematic Diagram Example of Combustion Gas Turbine,
(courtesy ofcogeneration.net [6])
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Combustion (natural gas) turbine development increased in the 1930's as a means
of jet aircraft propulsion. In the early 1980's, the efficiency and reliability of gas
turbines had progressed sufficiently to be widely adopted for stationary power
applications. Gas turbines range in size from 30 kW (micro-turbines) to 250 MW
(industrial frames). Industrial gas turbines have efficiencies approaching 40% and
60% for simple and combined cycles respectively [6].
2.5.4 Coal Power Plants
The coal power plant utilizes coal as fuel in producing electricity. A general
description of coal power plant consists of:
1. Burner - Feeds coal to the combustion chamber for combustion
2. Boiler - Utilizes the heat of coal combustion to convert feed water to high
temperature and pressure steam
3. Steam lines - consists of properly sized pipes to feed the steam produced to the
turbine
4. Turbine - converts steam pressure to rotational mechanical work
5. Generator- converts mechanical work to electricity
Generating Unit Size




The types ofunits as stated by Parker (1993) are such as:
1. Base load - as large as 1200MW or more
2. Intermediate duty generators - 200 - 600 MW
3. Peak-load-10-100 MW
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In Malaysia, the type ofunit of a coal fired power plant ranges from intermediate duty
generators to base load units as can be seen from the table 7.
Table 7 : List of Coal Fired Power Plants in Malaysia (Existing and Planned
Coal-Fired Power Plant, 2004)
Plant Capacity Coal Utilization
TNBKaparPh.2 600 MW 1.5 mtpa
TNBKaparPh.3 1000 MW 2.5 mpta
TNB Janamanjung 2100 MW 6.0 mtpa
SKS-IPP 2100 MW 5.7 mtpa
Jimah-IPP 1400 MW 3.5 mtpa
Total 7200 MW 19.2 mtpa
The table above lists the coal fired power plants available in Malaysia From there, it
can be seen that the total amount of electrical energy supplied is 7200 MW with coal
utilization of 19.2 million tons of coal per year.






• SKS - iPP
a Jimah - IPP
Figure 11 : Distribution of Electrical Capacity for Coal Power Plants in
Malaysia
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2.5.5 Steam Power Plant Basic Design and Principle of Operation
The basic design of the steam power plant is shown schematically below:
Figure 12 : Principle schematic diagram of a steam power plant; S
superheater, T turbine, G generator, C condenser, P feed pump
It comprises the following major components:
• boiler (steam generator)
• superheater
• steam turbine with electric generator
• condenser
• feed pump
(Refer to Figure 12 and 13)
In the boiler, the working fluid (water) is first heated from its initial temperature
(state 2) to the saturation temperature and dry- saturated steam (state 3) is formed. In
the superheater, this steam is superheated to live steam temperature. The entire
process 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the boiler and superheater takes place with heat addition at a
constant pressure pi. In the steam turbine, T the superheated live steam expands
adiabatically, i.e. without heat exchange with the surroundings from state 3 to state 4,
thereby the pressure drops from p! to p2. The steam output from the turbine will the
passes from turbine to the condenser C where it is condensed at constant pressure p2
as a result of heat removal to the cooling water. The condensate (state 1) is saturated
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liquid (water) at pressure p2. The feed pump P raises the pressure from p2 to pi and
pumps the feedwater (state 2) to the boiler.





The methodology used is very important in order to complete this project. The











- from research and experiment.








Figure 14 .Grass length in two weeks
fe..«*?» **
£#.*•. *.£*
Figure 15 : Grass Area; 1m2 ofgrass was cut.
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Figure 16 : The amount of grass collected fromlm2 grass area.
3.2.2 Study on Chemical Properties of Grass
Table 8 : Grass (fuel) properties [16]
COMBUSTION ASH 4.5-5.8%







3.2.3 Study on Paddy/Rice Husks
Availability of Rice Husks/Hulls
The availability of rice hulls varies from country to country and from location to
location. Rice hull availability depends on the type and size of the rice mills, and their
locations. Larger rice mills that are located in or close to urban areas will have more
disposal problems with hulls compared to smaller village-type nee mills located in
rural areas. In addition, some rice mills operate only a few months out of the year,
whereas others operate throughout the year. Finally, restrictions on open-pile burning
affect the availability of hulls as well.
In most rice mills, rice hulls are separated from husked rice through aspiration, as rice
hulls are lighter in weight than husked rice. In some rice mills, hulls are ground prior
to piling or storage. Grinding makes it easier to transport hulls in suspended air,
reduces space needed for storage, and reduces transportation costs.
Rice husk/hull as Animal feed
Rice hull has traditionally been used as an ingredient in ruminant and poultry feeds.
Currently, commercial feeds may contain up to 5% to 10% of ground rice hulls.
Feeding ground rice hulls directly as roughage to cattle, hogs, and horses is a
common practice in many countries, although rice hulls have low digestibility and
nutritive value. Of all cereal by-products, the rice hull has the lowest percentage of
total digestible nutrients (less thanl0%). Like rice straw, adding a source of nitrogen
can enhance rice hulls as a feed source. Rice-mill feed is a mixture of rice hulls and
other rice milling byproducts and is an acceptable component of animal feeds.
Constraints for rice hull use as feed are low digestibility, its peculiar size, low bulk
density, high ash/silica content and abrasive characteristics.
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Rice hull as fertilizer
Rice yields can be improved over and above yields obtained with regular use of
fertilizer by addition of rice husk ash. Rice hull can also serve as a moisture retention
helper or as a weed growth inhibitor in a soil. When rice hull is burned, the
remaining ash can serve as a mix for fertilizer as was done traditionally in China, and
is currently practiced in Bangladesh, Vietnam and other countries where rice hull is
used as a domestic fuel. Finely ground rice hulls are also used as component in
commercial mixed fertilizers. The rice hull prevents caking of other fertilizer
components. In Japan, farmers have been using carbonized (partially burnt) rice hulls
as soil conditioner for a long time.
Fuel: Rice hull combustion
Rice husks are a much more economic material for direct combustion compared to
rice straw. Husks do not contain the same levels of potassium or chlorine; therefore
they do not require leaching before use. Husks are generated at a central location at
the rice mill and can be easily transported. Husks also produce higher purity ash that
can be used in iron furnaces and cement. Approximately 30% of the husk ends up as
ash which presently has a retail value of $200 per ton. In the USA, the cost of
installing an electrical power plant, which uses rice husks, is approximately $1
million per MW of electric power capacity. Such a power plant will require 1.5-2.0
tons of husk for each MW hour of electricity produced. Production costs are 2-3 cents
per kWh and the power plant will consume about 10% of the power produced for its
own needs. In California, rice hull is used as a fuel for electricity generation in
medium sized (25 - 50 MWe) combustion facilities.
In the modern rice milling industry, rice hulls are used as fuel source for grain drying
and parboiling. In Thailand, rice is dried in high-temperature fluidized bed dryers,
and drying heat is provided by cyclonic rice hull furnaces. In Arkansas, about 30% of
rice produced is parboiled, and heat for process steam and rotary grain dryers is
produced from rice hulls. In Bangladesh, rice hulls are the preferred fuel for
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parboiling, and rice hulls are widely used for grain drying in the larger rice mills in
Northern India.
At the domestic level, rice hull can be briquetted to improve combustion
characteristics and ease of handling. Extruder technology for rice hulls that originated
in Korea and is now common in rural Bangladesh.
Fuel: Rice hull gasification
The gasification of rice hulls to produce a combustible gas can have several
objectives: direct combustion in boilers or furnaces, combustion in Internal
Combustion (IC) engines, or production of cooking gas. Gas produced in gasifiers
(commonly referred to as "producer gas") for use in boilers and furnaces is a
technically and economically proven technology, and provides a more efficient type
of energy conversion than direct combustion of rice hull. Technologies for
combustion in IC engines were developed in a number of countries (China, Italy,
Thailand, India, U.S.A.), and this is technically feasible for both diesel and gasoline-
fueled engines. Large Italian rice mills have traditionally gasified their rice husks and
used the gas to drive power units for milling. However, considering the volume of
production of rice hull in the world and the wide use of IC engines, use of this
technology is not widespread. A limited number of small-scale rice hull gasifiers (5 -
20 kW) are in use in Northern-India for generation of electricity and irrigation water
pumping.
Industrial use of Rice hull and Rice hull ash
The high silica content of rice hull ash, made it very usable as industrial commodity
in the steel industry. It is used as an insulator during steel manufacturing, to prevent
rapid cooling of steel and ensure uniform solidification. Prices for rice hull ash on the
world market are approximately $200 per ton of ash (equivalent to $ 40 per ton of rice
hulls, or $ 8 per ton of rough rice). Using rice hull ash in the cement industry is
currently considered as well. Other reported industrial uses of rice hull include use of
rice hulls in ceramic bricks, refractory, furfural, abrasives, and sodium silicate.
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Rice husks may be used as energy sources in a number of forms:
• In their raw form, they are burnt to provide energy for the cooking of slow cooking
foods. In this form, they are also used by charcoal makers in India to provide energy
during the firing of the kiln;
• Rice husks may be made to undergo either physical or chemical transformation to
produce a higher energy product which may be burnt directly or they may be burnt
indirectly;
• Rice husks have a bulky structure, dry in texture, and have low moisture content.
These characteristics affect the fuel properties of rice husks. The common physical
conversions of rice husks are densification, briquetting and gasification.
Densification may involve the process of increasing the material density so that a
bigger mass may occupy the same volume as the original mass. Briquetting of the
husks can be done using presses to form cubes of high density husks. Balling,
pelleting, cubing, tabletting and roll compaction are also possible transformations.
Table 9 : Properties contained in Paddy husks [7]
PROPERTIES MASS DRY
CARBON (%) 34.61 38.43
HYDROGEN (%) 3.79 2.97
NITROGEN (%) 0.44 0.49
OXYGEN (%) 41.58 36.36
SULPHUR (%) 0.06 0.07
VOLATILE MATTER (%) 55.54 61.68
FIXED CARBON (%) 14.99 16.65
ASH (%) 19.52 21.68
HUMIDITY (%) 9.95 0.00
CALORIC VAltJE <1kJ/k&) 13800 15324
Table 10 : Paddy Emission Mitigation Potential [15]
CO2 emission reduction potential Ton/year 14762.30
CH4 emission reduction potential Ton/year 74.93
N2O emission reduction potential Ton/year 0.16
CHG emission reduction potential Ton of CO2 eq/year 16382.30
CO emission reduction potential Ton/year 1441.57
NMVOC emission reduction potential Ton/year 1.00
NOx emission reduction potential Ton/year 81.26
SOx emission reduction potential Ton/year 54.56
3.2.4 Conversion of Biomass to another form of Energy
1. Direct combustion ofbiomass
Combustion is the best-known and probably the most efficient form of converting
solid biomass to steam or electricity.
2. Biomass gasification
Gasification is a process that uses heat, pressure, and steam to convert materials
directly into a gas composed primarily of carbon monoxide and hydrogen.
Gasification technologies differ in many aspects but rely on four key engineering
factors:
• Gasification reactor atmosphere (level of oxygen or air content).
• Reactor design.
• Internal and external heating.
• Operating temperature.
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Typical raw materials used in gasification are coal, petroleum-based materials, and
organic materials. The feedstock is prepared and fed, in either dry or slurried form,
into a sealed reactor chamber called a gasifier. The feedstock is subjected to high
heat, pressure, and either an oxygen-rich or oxygen-starved environment within the
gasifier. Most commercial gasification technologies do not use oxygen. All require an
energy source to generate heat and begin processing. [8]
There are three primary products from gasification:
• Hydrocarbon gases (also called syngas).
• Hydrocarbon liquids (oils).
• Char (carbon black and ash).
Syngas is primarily carbon monoxide and hydrogen (more than 85 percent by
volume) and smaller quantities of carbon dioxide and methane. Syngas can be used as
a fuel to generate electricity or steam, or as a basic chemical building block for a
multitude of uses. When mixed with air, syngas can be used in gasoline or diesel
engines with few modifications to the engine.
3. Biomass pyrolysis.
In addition to gas, liquid fuels can be produced from biomass through a process called
pyrolysis. Pyrolysis occurs when biomass is heated in the absence of oxygen. The
biomass then turns into a liquid called pyrolysis oil, which can be burned like
petroleum to generate electricity.
4. Biomass anaerobic digestion (biogas)
Anaerobic digestion is the bacterial breakdown of organic materials in the absence of
oxygen. This biological process produces a gas, sometimes called biogas, principally
composed of methane and carbon dioxide. This gas is produced from feedstocks such
as sewage sludge, livestock manure, and wet organic materials.
The anaerobic digestion process occurs in three steps:
• Decomposition of plant or animal matter by bacteria into molecules such as sugar.
• Conversion of decomposed matter to organic acids.
• Organic acid conversion to methane gas.
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Anaerobic processes can occur naturally or in a controlled environment such as a
biogas plant. In controlled environments, organic materials such as sewage sludge
and other relatively wet organic materials, along with various types of bacteria, are
put in an airtight container called a digester where the process occurs. Depending on
the waste feedstock and the system design, biogas is typically 55 to 75 percent pure
methane.
3.2.5 Calculating the Output Load
B0H5EK msffiatfo TURBINE OTNMI *TOR
TJ BOILER =50% ^ TURBINE - 45% ^ GENERATOR " 76%
1JTOTAL = 17.1%
Pout/ Pin = t]
Pout = tj x Pin
For power generation, we have to consider the efficiency of three elements of the
plant which are the boiler, the steam turbine and the generator. Knowing the input
energy;
• Rice husks =13800kJ/kg for mass and 15324kJ/kg for dry
• Grass = 4MJ/kg.
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From the energy conversion table,
IJ = 1 W/s
lkWh = 3,600 kJ
From the normal efficiencies of the three vital components/equipments of the
plant, we can find the output power. From the author's research on the internet,
normal efficiency for boiler - 50% - 88%, steam turbine = 45 - 98% and generator =
45 - 90%.
Boiler Efficiencies
If we look at table 7 below, the efficiency for automatically stoked boiler to
get power up to lOkW is 76%.
Table 11 : Boiler Efficiency[2]
furnace boiler effkiencv
hand stoked.
up to 13 kW 73 %
'HO to 200 kW (65.y - 7.7 log P::) %
--230 kW S3 %
automatically .iteked




From a page (shown below) which was taken from the internet [5], the normal total
efficiency for fossil fuel to get electricity is about 33%.
Efficiency
Always remember that, in every energy conversion, some of it goes where you want it,
and some goes elsewhere (usually heat). The ratio of what you want to the amount that
you start with is called efficiency- Here are some typical efficiencies encountered in
everyday processes:
* burningfossil fuel to get useable heat - about S5% (runninga gas-fired water
heater, or making steam to power a turbine...some heat goes up the
smokestack).
* burningfossil fuel to get electricity - about 33%
* sunlight to electricityin a PV cell - about 10%
* putting electrical energy into a battery (chargingit) and pulling it back out: about
90%
* converting electrical energy into mechanical energy with an electric motor about
85%
Steam turbine Efficiencies
The combustion turbine drives an electric generator. Hot air from the combustion
turbine is channeled back to the gasifier or the air separation unit, while exhaust heat
from the combustion turbine is recovered and used to boil water, creating steam for a
steam turbine-generator.
The use of these two types of turbines - a combustion turbine and a steam turbine - in
combination, known as a "combined cycle," is one reason why gasification-based
power systems can achieve unprecedented power generation efficiencies. Currently,
gasification-based systems can operate at around 45% efficiencies; in the future, these
systems may be able to achieve efficiencies approaching 60%. (A conventional coal-
based boiler plant, by contrast, employs only a steam turbine-generator and is
typically limited to 33-40% efficiencies.)
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Higher efficiencies mean that less fuel is used to generate the rated power, resulting
in better economics (which can mean lower costs to ratepayers) and the formation of
fewer greenhouse gases (a 60%-efficient gasification power plant can cut the
formation of carbon dioxide by 40% compared to a typical coal combustion plant).
From the information obtained, the efficiency from each equipment can be summaries
as below.
^BOILER = 50%, T|TURB1NE= 45%, T|GENERATOR^ 76%
























This is the average
power in full








Pout - "Hboilerx tjturbine x ^generator. x Pin
Pout = 0.50 x 0.45 x 0.76 x 3.833kWh
PouT=0.6554kWh
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Pout - t|boiler x t|turbine x ^generator x Pin
Pout = 0.50 x 0.45 x 0.76 x 4.257kWh
Pout-0.7279 kWh
























This is the average
power in full







Pout - "Hboiler x Uturbine x ^generator x Pin
Pout = 0.50 x 0.45 x 0.76 x 2.333kWh
Pour- 0.3989kWh ~ 0.4kWh
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Pout —"Hboiler x titurbine x ^generator x Pin
Pout = 0.50 x 0.45 x 0.76 x 1.11 lkWh
Pour = 0.19kWh
From the research done, the total energy in biomass to be converted to electricity is in
at the range of 33 -37% efficiency.
For Rice Husks (mass). 13800kJ/kg = 3.833kWh
Pout - t)plant x Pin
Pout = 0.33 x3.833kWh
Pottt= 1.264 kWh
For Rice Husks (dry). 15324kJ/ke = 4.257kWh
Pout ~ t|plantX Pin
Pout-0.33 x4.257kWh
Pot it = 1.405 kWh
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For Rice Straw. 8400kJ/kg - 2.333kWh
Pout = mplant x Pin
Pour = 0.33x2.333kWh
Pnrrr=0.77kWh
For grass. 4000kJ/kg = 1.11IkWh
Pout —t|plant x Pin
Pout = 0.33x1.111 kWh
Potit-0.36663 kWh
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3.2.6 Calculating the Feed/Fuel required for a Certain Load.
Case 1: Rice husks Requirement to get a load of 50kW.
From table 5, it is clear that energy content for 1kg of rice husks is 13800kJ.
So, knowing the load required is 50kW for 1 hour and 1200kWh per day, the total




Knowing that 1kWh = 3600kJ,
So, the energy input, Ein(3600) - 7017.54(3600) - 25263157.89kJ.
lkg of husks = 13800kJ
Mass - Ein/(13800kJ/kg) - 1830.66kg- 1.8 ton
Mass for an hour = 75 kg.
Malavsian Rice Straw and Rice husks production (2002/2003)fln Peninsular Only)
• Total planted/year = 647,750 acre (262,141ha)
• Total straw production = 1,425,050 ton
• Total rice production = 1011000 ton
• Total husks (20% of total rice)- 202000 ton
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Calculation on the load that can be achieved if all annual paddy/rice husks are used
1 year - 202,000 ton
1 month = 16833.333 ton
ldav = 561.111 ton=561111.111 kg
1 kg of rice husks - 138000 1J.
So total energy = 7.743.333.318kJ
lkWh = 3600kJ
So, total input load, Pin - 2,150,925.922kWh







The process of a steam power plant is presented in the literature review section.
Below are the details on steam generator and followed with flue gas treatment
processes. In this section, it discusses on the heating surfaces of pipes and the
cleaning of the fumes or flue gas treatment.
Design of Steam Generator Heating Surfaces
The heating surfaces of a steam generator are divided into the radiation and convection
surfaces. Thus, the evaporator and the radiation superheater make up the radiation part of
steam generator. The heating surface of evaporator is arranged on the furnace walls. The
radiation superheater is suspended in the upper part of furnace. The convection part consists
of convection superheater, steam reheater, feed water preheater and air preheater. As a rule,
these heating surfaces are installed in the second flue gas pass ofthe steam generator.
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Typical construction of heatmg surfaces of the steam generator, i.e of evaporator,
















Flue gas Cold an
Figure 17 : Typical construction variants of heating surfaces.
Figure 17 shows:
• Evaporator constructions: 1. Membrane wall construction, 2. Tube wall, 3. Tubes




Design of Particulate Solid Removal





Figure 18 : Schematic diagram of a mass force dust collectors
Raw flue gas with solid particles will go in the mass force dust discharger by an
inertial force. At the same time, gravitational force get into action which removes the







Figure 19 : Cyclone Schematic Diagram.
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Centrifugal force collectors or cyclones operate on the basis ofgreat difference in the
densities of gas and solid particles and they are suitable for removal of coarse
particles.
Below is an example of a raw flue gas treatment in an industry




















Figure 20 : Flow diagram ofplant for simultaneous removal of sulphur and




4.1 GRASS POTENTIAL AS ENERGY USAGE IN MALAYSIA
"It takes 70 days to grow a crop of grass for pellets, but it takes 70 million years to
make fossil fuels."
Results from Grass Cutting
The mass of grass for lm area = 210g
The mass ofgrass for 2x 1 m2 area - 415g
So, practically in 2 weeks after first cutting, the mass of fresh cut grass for lm2 is
200g@ 0.2kg.
For1kg ofgrass, thearea ofgrass required is 5m2.
For a particular terrace housing area where each houses has a grass area of:
Front: 2 x 4m2 = 8m2
Back area: 4 x 2m2 = 8m2
Total area for one house: 16m2
Number of houses for one housing area:
Therefore total grass area:




= 960kg ~1 ton
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For one housing area can produce 1 ton ofresidence grass. In a state in Malaysia,
there are many housing areas not yet include road sides and fields which means the
production of this kind of waste is quite large. Grass, when palletized, has
considerable potential to displace oil, natural gas, and electricity used for heating fuel.
This development can significantly reduce greenhouse gases and heating costs and
sustainably assist the development of rural communities. A type of grass like
switchgrass can be plant in hectares. Fast growing warm season perennial grasses
have been identified as ideal candidates for biomass fuel production due to their high
net energy yield per hectare and low cost of production.
From the results, further studies have to be made on the total weight of waste grass
from a city or state. In Ipoh, Perak, alone there are about 9.66% plant wastes collected
by Majlis Bandar Ipoh, MBI in the year 2004 with the mass equals to 16 million
tones. The percentage is with respect to the total wastes collected by MBI which
comprises off trade waste, market waste, domestic waste, industrial waste and plant
waste itself.
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4.2 CALCULATIONS ON ENERGY TO POWER CONVERSION
From calculation in section 3.2.5, the results for plant efficiency - 17.1% are like
below:
Table 16 : the power output that can be obtained from a total efficiency of
17.1%
••;::';Fl^f;^^:WV.^\-':;0;:;/-;•;:•:. •IV^Bl^)--^^
Rice husks (mass) 0.6554kWh
Rice husks (dry) 0.7279kWh
Rice straw 0.4Wh
Grass 0.19kWh
The results for plant efficiency - 33% are like below:
Table 17 : the power output that can be obtained from a total efficiency of
33%
"S- ;;:f ;^.:: -:;"^/l;.^;^^
Rice husks (mass) 1.264 kWh
Rice husks (dry) 1.405 kWh
Rice straw 0.77 kWh
Grass 0.36663 kWh
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Figure 21 : power output that canbe obtained froma total efficiency of 33%
From the results obtained, the efficiency of the plant can be estimated to be around
40% below. The output pow-er which was calculated shows that the maximum power
is 1.2kW. This is produced by a kilogram of mass rice husks. If 1 ton, the energy
content will be 13800MJ and the power will be 3833kW. Using Power efficiency to
be 33%, the output power is 1264.89kWor 1.265MW.
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Table 18 :Calculation on the output load to compare it with oven dried wood
and charcoal, (with 33% efficiency)
• '•-•- '--Fuel: •••'•
••.."-••BnergyiX/o Input load • • Output load:
GJ/ton •:;kj/kg,; W]:/:.-.\y-::-; ;kw: -—;.-:-J:
Wood (green, 60% moisture) 6.00 6000 1.667 0.55
Wood (air dried, 20% moisture) 15.00 15000 4.167 1.375
Wood (oven-dried, 0% moisture) 18.00 18000 5.000 1.65
Charcoal 30.00 30000 8.333 2.75
Grass (fresh-cut) 4.00 4000 1.111 0.36663
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4.3 RESULTS FOR TOTAL MASS REQUIRED TO GENERATE POWER
WASTE FROM BIQMASSfRice Husks)
Fuel Imating *>neigy 13800kJ'kg
Sm.il! Sc.-h [500 •
5k W)
0.762776506 0.018306636 0.000762777
ifflr '"f^S^^t:' i^feHgfiSfti <gg
0.5 12 70.1764386 252631.S789 18.30663616
0.75 18 105.2631579 378947.3684 27.45995423 1.14416476 0.027459954 0.001144165
1 24 140.3608772 605263.1679 36.61327231 1,525553013 0.036613272 0.001825583
5 120 701.764386 2526315.789 183.0663616 7.627765065 0.183066362 0.007627766
~ .^K'PWmmBShfSi^m^SSs WM%9W&£&
WiAjJ mM\ ilLL r-vfi^LL±Mw^£Lt&°}'Mmk
5 120 701.754386 2526315.789 183.0663616 7.627765065 0,183066362 0.007627765
10 240 1403.508772 5052631.679 366.1327231 15.25553013 0.366132723 0.01525553
60 1200 7017.64386 26263157.89 1830.663616 76.27765065 1.830663616 0.076277651





21052631.58 1525.553013 63.56470887 1.525553013 0.063564709
100 2400 7797.270955 28070175.44 2034.070684 84.75294516 2.034070684 0.084752945
500 12000 38986.35478 140350877.2 10170.35342 423.7647258 10.17035342 0.423764726
1000 24000 77972.70955 280701754.4 20340,70684 847.5294516 20.34070684 0.847529452
4000 i 96000 311890.8382 1122807018 81362.82736 3390.117807 81.36282736 3.390117807
Total mass of rice husks required for required load
MASTS FROM SKftlA&SfRiee
Stra#)
Fuel heating tfitrm 840QKJ kg
Small Scalp (500 -
Total mass of rice straw required for required load
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Large Scain ;75kW - 4iYfWi'
• toad* y v Input Jogd Mrii*(kW) I (pfday)kWh {KWh} I (kJ) {kgiday) (kgfhr) J (ton/day) I (ion.'hr}
75 1800 fQ5?6 M&79 37894/36114 •JITi 7«i'1SJ Y~^V?** >5 f UKVn'X^fr n nP7 1*1?Q >
100 2400 1403S.08772 50528315.79 28Q7.017544 116.9590643 2.807017544 0.116959064
500 12000 70175.4386 252631679.9 14035.08772 584.7953216 14.03508772 0.584795322
1000 24000 140350,8772 S06263157.9 28070.17544 1169.590643 28.07017544 1.169590643
4000 96000 561403.5088 2021052632 112280.7018 4678.362573 112.2807018 4.678362573





Biomass is an important energy source. Its main application is not only in the
traditional domestic sector and small scale industries but also in modern systems for
cogeneration and power generation. Even though oil palm residues have huge
potential in power generation but rice husks and its straws also have the potential.
Palm oil has more potential in gasification process which produces better fuel. A new
plant has to be build for this purpose. Unlike rice husks, they can replace or used in
co-firing in a coal power plant.
Co-firing biomass with coal offers several environmental benefits. One of the benefits
includes reducing the emission of C02. The emission of C02 for the combustion of
biomass is equivalent to the amount of C02 absorbed during its growing cycle.
Therefore, the net C02 released is approximately zero and by mass, this will show a
reduction of C02 emissions when biomass is co-fired with coal (Lacrosse and
Mathias, 2004).
Besides that, co-firing also possesses an effect to reduce the amount of NOx released.
According to Planet Power (2004), the NOx level will be reduced because of lower
flame temperatures as a result of combustion with high moisture content biomass.
However, the emissions are highly dependant on the boiler operating conditions and
design. In addition, renewable energy or biomass which was used results in reducing
landfill material and alleviating the burden of waste disposal.
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Rice husks and other agriculture residues have a lot of potential in Malaysia The
amount of husks produced in Malaysia is more that required and it is wasteful if not
being used. With the abundance of rice husks in Malaysia and burden by farmers to
dispose them, rice husks may eventually become a valuable asset for the country.
From the calculations being made, the power generation capacity for rice husks is
15.3MW which is big enough that can cover electricity demand 15 years growth.
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
This case study focused more on the feasibility of rice husks, rice straw, and grass. The
calculation is to each component. Further studies have to be made on the feasibility of
combiningall componentsso that maximum energy from waste is used. There are
possibilitiesthat the power generatedwill be much higher.
The proposals for further studies for this dissertation include:
1. To study more in detail of the process of energy conversion in power plants.
More details needed to be study which includesthe flame temperature, the piping
arrangements and the calculation on the efficiencies of the boiler, steamturbine
and the generator.
2. To develop or designa biomasspowerplant which uses rice husks as fuel.
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SOURCES AND TYPES OF WASTE
Source 1 yplcnl waste generators . Types of solid wastes




leather, yard wastes, wood,
glass, metals, ashes, special
wastes (e.g., bulky items,
consumer electronics, white
goods, batteries, oil, tires),
and household hazardous
wastes.).














wood, food wastes, glass,
metals, special wastes,
hazardous wastes.
institutional Schools, hospitals, prisons,
government centers.
Same as commercial.
Construction and demolition New construction sites, road
repair, renovation sites,
demolition of buildings
Wood, steel, concrete, dirt,
etc.






and tree trimmings; general
wastes from parks, beaches,






















One considering issues regarding energy, definitions of terminology are oftena must.
Energy Definitions
• Alcohol Fuels: Alcohol can be blended with gasoline for use as transportation
fuel. It may be produced from a wide variety of organic feedstock. The
common alcohol fuels are methanol and ethanol. Methanol may be produced
from coal, natural gas, wood and organic waste. Ethanol is commonly made
from agricultural plants, primarily corn, containingsugar.
• Alternating Current (AC): An electric current that reverses its direction at
regularly recurring intervals, usually 50 or 60 times per second.
• Amorphous Silicon: An alloy of silica and hydrogen, with a disordered,
noncrystalline internal atomic arrangement, that can be deposited in thin-
layers (a few micrometers in thickness) by a number of deposition methods to
produce thin-film photovoltaic cells on glass, metal, or plastic substrates.
• Availability Factor: A percentage representing the number of hours a
generating unit is available to produce power (regardless of the amount of
power) in a given period, compared to the number of hours in the period.
• Biomass: Organic nonfossil material of biological origin constituting a
renewable energy source.
• Bioenergy: Useful, renewable energy produced from organic matter, which
may either be used directly as a fuel or processed into liquids and gases.
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Biofuels: Liquid fuels and blending components produced from biomass
(plant) feedstocks, used primarily for transportation.
Biomass gas (Biogas): A medium Btu gas containing methane and carbon
dioxide, resulting from the action of microorganisms on organic materials
such as a landfill.
Black Liquor (Pulping Liquor): The alkaline spent liquor removed from the
digesters in the process of chemically pulping wood. After evaporation, the
liquor is burned as a fuel in a recovery furnace that permits the recovery of
certain basic chemicals.
Capacity Factor: The ratio of the electrical energy produced by a generating
unit for the period of time considered to the electrical energy that could have
been produced at continuous full-power operation duringthe same period.
Capacity, Gross: The full-load continuous rating of a generator, prime
mover, or other electric equipment under specified conditions as designated
by the manufacturer. It is usually indicated on a nameplate attached to the
equipment.
Capital Cost: The cost of field development and plant construction and the
equipment required for the generation of electricity.
Cast Silicon: Crystalline silicon obtained by pouring pure molten silicon into
a vertical mold and adjusting the temperature gradient along the mold volume
during cooling to obtain slow, vertically-advancing crystallization of the
silicon. The polycrystalline ingot thus formed is composed of large, relatively
parallel, interlocking crystals. The cast ingots are sawed into wafers for
further fabrication into photovoltaic cells. Cast-silicon wafers and ribbon-
silicon sheets fabricated into cells are usually referred to as polycrystalline
photovoltaic cells.
Cogeneration: see combined heat and power.
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Combined Cycle: An electric generating technology in which electricity is
produced from otherwise lost waste heat exiting from one or more gas
(combustion) turbines. The exiting heat is routed to a conventional boiler or to
a heat recovery steam generator for utilization by a steam turbine in the
production of electricity. Such designs increase the efficiency of the electric
generating unit.
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Plant: A plant designed to produce both
heat and electricity from a single heat source. Note: This term is being used in
place of the term "cogenerator" that was used by EIA in the past. CHP better
describes the facilities because some of the plants included do not produce
heat and power in a sequential fashion and, as a result, do not meet the legal
definition of cogeneration specified in the Public Utility Regulatory Policies
Act (PURPA).
Commercial Sector: An energy-consuming sector that consists of service-
providing facilities and equipment of: businesses; Federal, State, and local
governments; and other private and public organizations, such as religious,
social, or fraternal groups. The commercial sector includes institutional living
quarters. It also includes sewage treatment facilities. Commonuses of energy
associated with this sector include space heating, water heating, air
conditioning, lighting, refrigeration, cooking, and running a wide variety of
other equipment. Note: This sector includes generators that produceelectricity
and/or useful thermal output primarily to support the activities of the above-
mentioned commercial establishments.
Concentrator: A reflective or refractive device that focuses incident
insolation onto an area smaller than the reflective or refractive surface,
resulting in increased insolation at the point of focus.
Conventional hydroelectric (hydropower) plant: A plant in which all of the
power is produced fromnatural streamflow as regulated by available storage.
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Digester Gas: Biogass that is produced using a digester which is an airtight
vesselor enclosure in whichbacteriadecomposes biomass in water to produce
biogas.
Direct Current (DC): An electric current that flows in a constant direction.
The magnitude of the current does not vary or has a slight variation.
Distributed Generation (Distributed Energy Resources): Refers to electricity
provided by small, modular power generators (typically ranging in capacity
from a few kilowatts to 50 megawatts) located at or near customer demand.
Electric power sector: An energy-consuming sector that consists of
electricity only and combined heat and power(CHP) plants whose primary
business is to sell electricity, or electricity and heat, to the public-i. e., North
American Industry Classification System 22 plants.
Electric Utility: A corporation, person, agency, authority, or other legal entity
or instrumentality aligned with distribution facilities for delivery of electric
energy for use primarily by the public. Included are investor-owned electric
utilities, municipal and State utilities, Federal electric utilities, and rural
electric cooperatives. A few entities that are tariff based and corporately
aligned with companies that own distribution facilities are also included.
Electric Utility Restructuring: The introduction of competition into at least
the generation phase of electricity production, with a corresponding decrease
in regulatory control.
Emissions: Anthropogenic releases of gases to the atmosphere. In the context
of global climate change, they consist of radiatively important greenhouse
gases (e.g., the release of carbon dioxide during fuel combustion).
Energy Crops: Crops grown specifically for their fuel value. These include
food crops such as corn and sugarcane, and nonfood crops such as poplar trees
and switchgrass. Currently, two energy crops are under development: short -
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rotation woody crops, which are fast - growing hardwood trees harvested in
five to eight years, and herbaceous energy crops, such as perennial grasses,
which are harvested annually after taking two to three years to reach frill
productivity.
Ethanol (also known as Ethyl Alcohol or Grain Alcohol, CH3-CH20H): A
clear, colorless flammable oxygenated hydrocarbon with a boiling point of
173.5 degrees Fahrenheit in the anhydrous state. However it readily forms a
binary azetrope with water, with a boiling point of 172.67 degrees Fahrenheit
at a composition of 95.57 percent by weight ethanol. It is used in the United
States as a gasoline octane enhancer and oxygenate (maximum 10 percent
concentration). Ethanol can be used in higher concentrations (E85) in vehicles
designed for its use. Ethanol is typically produced chemically from ethylene,
or biologically from fermentation of various sugars from carbohydrates found
in agricultural crops and cellulosic residues from crops or wood. The lower
heating value, equal to 76,000 Btu per gallon, is assumed for estimates in this
report.
Evacuated Tube: In a solar thermal collector, an absorber tube, which is
contained in an evacuated glass cylinder, through which collector fluids flows.
Flat Plate Pumped: A medium-temperature solar thermal collector that
typically consists of a metal frame, glazing, absorbers (usually metal), and
insulation and that uses a pump liquid as the heat-transfer medium:
predominant use is in water heating applications.
Fuel Cells: One or more cells capable of generating an electrical current by
converting the chemical energy of a fuel directly into electrical energy. Fuel
cells differ from conventional electrical cells in that the active materials such
as fuel and oxygen are not contained within the cell but are supplied from
outside.
Fuelwood: Wood and wood products, possibly including coppices, scrubs,
branches, etc., bought or gathered, and used by direct combustion.
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Generation (Electricity): The process of producing electric energy from other
forms of energy; also, the amount of electric energy produced, expressed in
watthours (Wh).
Gross Generation: The total amount of electric energy produced by the
generating units at a generating station or stations, measured at the generator
terminals.
Net Generation: Gross generation less the electric energy consumed at the
generating station for station's use.
Geo!hernial Energy: As used at electric power plants, hot water or steam
extracted from geothermal reservoirs in the Earth's crust that is supplied to
steam turbines at electric power plants that drive generators to produce
electricity.
Geothermal Plant: A plant in which a turbine is driven either from hot water
or by natural steam that derives its energy from heat found in rocks or fluids at
various depths beneath the surface of the earth. The fluids are extracted by
drilling and/or pumping.
Giga: One billion.
Green Pricing/Marketing: In the case of renewable electricity, green pricing
represents a market solution to the various problems associated with
regulatory valuation of the nonmarket benefits of renewables. Green pricing
programs allow electricity customers to express their willingness to pay for
renewable energy development through direct payments on their monthly
utility bills.
Grid: The layout of an electrical distribution system.
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Hardwoods: Usually broad-leaved and deciduous trees.
Heat Pump: A year-round heating and air-conditioning system employing a
refrigeration cycle. In a refrigeration cycle, a refrigerant is compressed (as a
liquid) and expanded (as a vapor) to absorb and reject heat. The heat pump
transfers heat to a space to be heated during the winter period and by reversing
the operation extracts (absorbs) heat from the same space to be cooled during
the summer period. The refrigerant within the heat pump in the heating mode
absorbs the heat to be supplied to the space to be heated from an outside
medium (air, ground or ground water) and in the cooling mode absorbs heat
from the space to be cooled to be rejected to the outside medium.
Heat Pump (Air Source): An air-source heat pump is the most common type
of heat pump. The heat pump absorbs heat from the outside air and transfers
the heat to the space to be heated in the heating mode. In the cooling mode the
heat pump absorbs heat from the space to be cooled and rejects the heat to the
outside air. In the heating mode when the outside air approaches 32o F or less,
air-source heat pumps loose efficiency and generally require a back-up
(resistance) heating system.
Heat Pump (Geothermal): A heat pump in which the refrigerant exchanges
heat (in a heat exchanger) with a fluid circulating through an earth connection
medium (ground or ground water). The fluid is contained in a variety of loop
(pipe) configurations depending on the temperature of the ground and the
ground area available. Loops may be installed horizontally or vertically in the
ground or submersed in a body of water.
Heat Pump (efficiency): The efficiency of a heat pump, that is, the electrical
energy to operate it, is directly related to temperatures between which it
operates. Geothermal heat pumps are more efficient than conventional heat
pumps or air conditioners that use the outdoor air since the ground or ground
water a few feet below the earth's surface remains relatively constant
throughout the year. It is more efficient in the winter to draw heat from the
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relatively warm ground than from the atmosphere where the air temperature is
much colder, and in summer transfer waste heat to the relatively cool ground
than to hotter air. Geothermal heat pumps are generally more expensive
($2,000 $5,000) to install thanoutside air heatpumps. However, depending on
the location geothermal heat pumps can reduce energy consumption
(operating cost) and correspondingly, emissions by more than 20 percent
compared to high efficiency outside air heat pumps. Geothermal heat pumps
also use thewaste heat from air-conditioning to provide free hot water heating
in the summer.
High-Temperature Collector: A solar thermal collector designed to operate
at a temperature of 180 degrees Fahrenheit or higher.
Incentives: Subsidies and other Government actions where the Governments's
financial assistance is indirect
Independent Power Producer (IPP): A corporation, person, agency,
authority, or other legal entity or instrumentality that owns or operates
facilities for the generation of electricity for use primarily by the public, and
that is not an electric utility.
Internal Collector Storage (ICS): A solar thermal collector in which incident
solar radiation is absorbed by the storage medium.
Industrial Sector: An energy-consuming sector that consists of all facilities
and equipment used for producing, processing, or assembling goods. The
industrial sector encompasses the following types of activity: manufacturing
(NAICS codes 31-33); agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (NAICS code 11);
mining, including oil and gas extraction (NAICS code 21); natural gas
transmission (NAICS code 2212); and construction (NAICS code 23). Overall
energy use in this sector is largely for process heat and coolingand powering
machinery, with lesser amounts used for facility heating, air conditioning, and
lighting. Fossil fuels are also used as raw material inputs to manufactured
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products. Note: This sector includes generators that produce electricity and/or
useful thermal output primarily to support the above-mentioned industrial
activities.
Kilowatt (kW): One thousand watts of electricity (See Watt).
Kiiowatthour (kWh): One thousand watthours.
Landfill Gas: Gas that is generated by decomposition of organic material at
landfill disposal sites. Landfill gas is approximately 50 percent methane.
Levelized Cost: The present value of the total cost of building and operating a
generating plant over its economic life, converted to equal annual payments.
Costs are levelized in real dollars (i.e., adjusted to remove the impact of
inflation).
Liquid Collector: A medium-temperature solar thermal collector, employed
predominantly in water heating, which uses pumped liquid as the heat-transfer
medium.
Low-Temperature Collectors: Metallic or nonmetallic solar thermal
collectors that generally operate at temperatures below 110 degrees Fahrenheit
and use pumped liquid or air as the heat transfer medium. They usually
contain no glazing and no insulation, and they are often made of plastic or
rubber, although some are made of metal.
Marginal Cost: The change in cost associated with a unit change in quantity
supplied or produced.
Medium-Temperature Collectors: Solar thermal col-lectors designed to
operate in the temperature range of 140 degrees to 180 degrees Fahrenheit, but
that can also operate at a temperature as low as 110 degrees Fahrenheit. The
collector typically consists of a metal frame, metal absorption panels with
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integral flow channels (attached tubing for liquid collectors or integral ducting
for air collectors), and glazing and insulation on the sides and back.
Megawatt (MW): One million watts of electricity (See Watt).
Methane: A colorless, flammable, odorless hydrocarbon gas (CH4) which is
the major component of natural gas. It is also an important source ofhydrogen
in various industrial processes. Methane is a greenhouse gas.
MTBE: Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether is a fuel oxygenate produced by reacting
methanol with isobutylene.
MSW (Municipal Solid Waste): Residential solid waste and some
nonhazardous commercial, institutional, and industrial wastes.
Net Metering: Arrangement that permits a facility (using a meter that reads
inflows and outflows of electricity) to sell any excess power it generates over
its load requirement back to the electrical grid to offset consumption.
Net Photovoltaic Ceil Shipment: The difference between photovoltaic cell
shipments and photovoltaic cell purchases.
Net Photovoltaic Module Shipment: The difference between photovoltaic
module shipments and photovoltaic module purchases.
Net summer capacity: The maximum output, commonly expressed in
megawatts (MW), that generating equipment can supply to system load, as
demonstrated by a multi-hour test, at the time of summer peak demand (period
of May 1 through October 31). This output reflects a reduction in capacity due
to electricity use for station service or auxiliaries.
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Nonutility Generation: Electric generation by nonutility power producers to
supply electric power for industrial, commercial, and military operations, or
sales to electric utilities. See Nonutility Power Producer.
Nonutility Power Producer: A corporation, person, agency, authority, or
other legal entity or instrumentality that owns electric generating capacity and
is not an electric utility. Nonutility power producers include qualifying
cogenerators, qualifying small power producers, and other nonutility
generators (including independent power producers) without a designated,
franchised service area that do not file forms listed in the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 18, Part 141.
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Cost: Operating expenses are
associated with operating a facility (i.e,, supervising and engineering
expenses). Maintenance expenses are that portion of expenses consisting of
labor, materials, and other direct and indirect expenses incurred for
preserving the operating efficiency or physical condition of utility plants that
are used for power production, transmission, and distribution of energy.
Other Biomass: This category of biomass energy includes: agricultural
byproducts/crops (agricultural byproducts, straw); other biomass gas (digester
gas, methane); other biomass liquids (fish oil, liquid acetonitrite, waste, tall
oil, waste alcohol); other biomass solids (medical waste, solid byproducts;
sludge waste and tires.
Paper Pellets: paper compressed and bound into uniform diameter pellets to
be burned in a heating stove.
Parabolic Dish: A high-temperature (above 180 degrees Fahrenheit) solar
thermal concentrator, generally bowl-shaped, with two-axis tracking.
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Parabolic Trough: A high-temperature (above 180 degrees Fahrenheit) solar
thermal concentrator with the capacity for tracking the sun using one axis of
rotation.
Passive Solar: A system in which solarenergy alone is used for the transfer of
thermal energy. Pumps, blowers, orother heat transfer devices that use energy
other than solar are not used.
Peak Watt: A manufacturer's unit indicating the amount of power a
photovoltaic cell or module will produce at standard test conditions (normally
1,000 wattsper squaremeter and 25 degrees Celsius).
Peat: Peat consists of partially decomposed plant debris. It is considered an
early stage in the development of coal. Peat is distinguished from lignite by
the presence of free cellulose and a high moisture content (exceeding 70
percent). The heat content of air-dried peat (about 50 percent moisture) is
about 9 million Btu per ton. Most U.S. peat is used as a soil conditioner. The
first U.S. electric power plant fueled by peat began operation in Maine in
1990.
Photovoltaic (PV) Cell: An electronic device consisting of layers of
semiconductor materials fabricated to form a junction (adjacent layers of
materials with different electronic characteristics) and electrical contacts and
being capable of converting incident light directly into electricity (direct
current).
Photovoltaic (PV) Module: An integrated assembly of interconnected
photovoltaic cells designed to deliver a selected level of working voltage and
current at its output terminals, packaged for protection against environment
degradation, and suited for incorporation in photovoltaic power systems.
Process Heating: The direct process end use in which energy is used to raise
thetemperature of substances involved in the manufacturing process.
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Production Tax Credit (PTC): an inflation - adjusted 1.5 cents per
kiiowatthour payment for electricity produced using qualifying renewable
energy sources.
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA): One part of the
National Energy Act, PURPA contains measures designed to encourage the
conservation of energy, more efficient use of resources, and equitable rates.
Principal among these were suggested retail rate reforms and new incentives
for production of electricity by cogenerators and users of renewable resources.
Pumped-storage hydroelectric plant: A plant that usually generates electric
energy during peak load periods by using water previously pumped into an
elevated storage reservoir during off-peak periods when excess generating
capacity is available to do so. When additional generating capacity is needed,
the water can be released from the reservoir through a conduit to turbine
generators located in a power plant at a lower level.
Quadrillion Btu: Equivalent to 10 to the 15th power Btu.
Qualifying Facility (QF): A cogeneration or small power production facility
that meets certain ownership, operating, and efficiency criteria established by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) pursuant to the Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA). (See the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 18, Part 292.)
Renewable Energy Resources: Energy resources that are naturally
replenishing but flow-limited. They are virtually inexhaustible in duration but
limited in the amount of energy that is available per unit of time. Renewable
energy resources include: biomass, hydro, geothermal, solar, wind, ocean
thermal, wave action, and tidal action.
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Renewable Portfoho Standard (RPS): a mandate requiring that renewable
energy provide a certain percentage of total energy generation or
consumption.
Residential Sector: An energy-consuming sector that consists of living
quarters for private households. Common uses of energy associated with this
sector include space heating, water heating, air conditioning, lighting,
refrigeration, cooking, and running a variety of other appliances. The
residential sector excludes institutional living quarters.
Ribbon Silicon: Single-crystal silicon derived by means of fabricating
processes that produce sheets or ribbons of single-crystal silicon. These
processes include edge-defined film-fed growth, dendritic web growth, and
ribbon-to-ribbon growth.
Roundwood: Wood cut specifically for use as a fuel.
Silicon: A semiconductor material made from silica, purified for photovoltaic
applications.
Single Crystal Silicon (Czochralski): An extremely pure form of crystalline
silicon produced by the Czochralski method of dipping a single crystal seed
into a pool of molten silicon under high vacuum conditions and slowly
withdrawing a solidifying single crystal boule rod of silicon. The boule is
sawed into thin wafers and fabricated into single-crystal photovoltaic cells.
Sludge: A dense, slushy, Iiquid-to-semifluid product that accumulates as an
end result of an industrial or technological process designed to purify a
substance. Industrial sludges are produced from the processing of energy-
related raw materials, chemical products, water, mined ores, sewerage, and
other natural and man-made products. Sludges can also form from natural
processes, such as the run off produced by rain fall, and accumulate on the
bottom of bogs, streams, lakes, and tidelands.
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Solar Energy: The radiant energy of the sun, which can be converted into
other forms of energy, such as heat or electricity.
Solar Thermal Collector: A device designed to receive solar radiation and
convert it into thermal energy. Normally, a solar thermal collector includes a
frame, glazing, and an absorber, together with the appropriate insulation. The
heat collected by the solar thermal collector may be used immediately or
stored for later use.
Solar Thermal Collector, Special: An evacuated tube collector or a
concentrating (focusing) collector. Special collectors operate in the
temperature (low concentration for pool heating) to several hundred degrees
Fahrenheit (high concentration for air conditioning and specialized industrial
processes).
Spent liquor: The liquid residue left after an industrial process; can be a
component of waste materials used as fuel.
Spent Sulfite Liquor: end product of pulp and paper manufacturing processes
that contains lignins and has a high moisture content; often re-used in
recovery boilers. Similar to black liquor.
Subsidy: Financial assistance granted by the Government to firms and
individuals.
System Benefits Charge (SBC): A non-bypassable fee on transmission
interconnection; funds are allocated among public purposes, including the
development and demonstration of renewable energy technologies.
Tall oil: The oily mixture of rosin acids, fatty acids, and other materials
obtained by acid treatment of the alkaline liquors from the digesting (pulping)
ofpine wood.
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• Thermosiphon System: A solar collector system for water heating in which
circulation of the collection fluid through the storage loop is provided solely
by the temperature and density difference between the hot and cold fluids.
• Thin-Film Silicon: a technology in which amorphous or polycrystalline
material is used to make photovoltaic (PV) cells.
• Transmission System (Electric): An interconnected group of electric
transmission lines and associated equipment for moving or transferring
electric energy in bulk between points of supply and points at which it is
transformed for delivery over the distribution system lines to consumers, or is
delivered to other electric systems.
• Transportation Sector: An energy-consuming sector that consists of all
vehicles whose primary purpose is transporting people and/or goods from one
physical location to another. Included are automobiles; trucks; buses;
motorcycles; trains, subways, and other rail vehicles; aircraft; and ships,
barges, and other waterborne vehicles. Vehicles whose primary purpose is not
transportation (e.g., construction cranes and bulldozers, farming vehicles, and
warehouse tractors and forklifts) are classified in the sector of their primary
use.
• Turbine: A machine for generating rotary mechanical power from the energy
of a stream of fluid (such as water, steam, or hot gas). Turbines convert the
kinetic energy of fluids to mechanical energy through the principles of
impulse and reaction, or a mixture of the two.
• Useful Thermal Output: The thermal energy made available for use in any
industrial or commercial process or used in any heating or cooling application,
i.e., total thermal energy made available for processes and applications other
than electrical generation.
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Watt (Electric): The electrical unit of power. The rate of energy transfer
equivalent to 1 ampere of electric current flowing under a pressure of 1 volt at
unity power factor.
Watt (Thermal): A unit of power in the metric system, expressed in terms of
energy per second, equal to the work done at a rate of 1 joule per second,
Watthour (Wh): The electrical energy unit of measure equal to 1 watt of
power supplied to, or taken from, an electric circuit steadily for 1 hour.
Wind energy: Energy present in wind motion that can be converted to
mechanical energy for driving pumps, mills, and electric power generators.
Wind pushes against sails, vanes, or blades radiating from a central rotating
shaft.
Wind power plant: A group of wind turbines interconnected to a common
utility system through a system of transformers, distribution lines, and
(usually) one substation. Operation, control, and maintenance functions are
often centralized through a network of computerized monitoring systems,
supplemented by visual inspection. This is a term commonly used in the
United States. In Europe, it is called a generating station.
Wood/Wood Waste: This category of biomass energy includes: black liquor;
wood/wood waste liquids (red liquor, sludge wood, spent sulfite liquor);
wood/wood waste solids (peat, paper pellets, railroad ties, utility poles,
wood/wood waste).
Wood energy: Wood and wood products used as fuel, including round wood
(cord wood), limb wood, wood chips, bark, sawdust, forest residues, charcoal,
pulp waste, and spent pulping liquor.
Wood pellets: Sawdust compressed into uniform diameter pellets to be
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